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Technology Overview

Objective: Develop an integrated control system to improve fuel economy 20% by combining

- CAV and Look-ahead technology
- Mild hybridization
- Advanced cylinder deactivation
Advanced Powertrain Technologies

**Dynamic Skip Fire (DSF)**
- Advanced valve train technology allowing unique any-cylinder deactivation
- Fuel savings: **6.5%**

**48V mild hybridization coupled with DSF**
- Typical benefits of E-assist and kinetic energy recovery
- Coupled to DSF to increase the operating zone of DSF via torque smoothing for improved NVH
- Incremental fuel savings: **2.5%**

CAV Technologies

**Look-Ahead Technologies**
- V2X sensors and radios to provide information about surrounding environment and conditions ahead
- Fuel savings: **7%**

**Cloud Computing**
- Synergistically merge CAV tech information with powertrain control to minimize fuel consumption
- Additional Fuel savings: **4%**
Market Impact
- The proposed concept has clear cost/performance advantages over other approaches, especially given that much of the hardware required is expected to be commonplace in 2025
- The CAV technology market is projected to explode over the next decade, enabling seamless integration in future vehicles

T2M Strategy
- Delphi is a top supplier of electronic systems and is well-informed of the needs of its OEM customer base
- Two approaches are planned for technology transition
  - Selling the software function as part of an integrated electronics module provided by Delphi
  - Licensing the software for use on existing OEM modules
Risk #1

- Impact of DSF on small 4 cylinder engine NVH characteristics not well established
- While DSF has demonstrated considerable fuel savings on large engines (V8), fuel savings will be less on smaller 4-cylinder engines due to limitation of operating zone by NVH considerations

Mitigation Strategy

- Implement a mild hybrid system to enable torque smoothing and a wider operating range with acceptable NVH characteristics
- Develop combustion and control models to understand NVH limitations and ensure maximum synergy with the 48V system

Risk #2

- Vast amount of information provided by CAV technologies will present complexity to the control structure
- Addition of drivability and emissions considerations further complicates the control

Mitigation Strategy

- Develop the controls in stages, starting at the highest level of information and working down
- Identify and prioritize the incoming information that will have the largest impact; ignore less critical information